Laura the Naughty Lamb
Laura was a very naughty lamb. Whenever the
18 older sheep told her to stay still, she would run
28 off, laughing. If she was told to be quiet, she
35 would bleat loudly over and over again.
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One day, the other sheep in the field were fed
up of Laura. “She always does the opposite of
what we tell her to do!” the sheep complained to
Farmer Fiona. With that, Farmer Fiona came up
with a cunning plan.

The next day, an older sheep went up to Laura
96 and said, “We need you to make lots of noise
104 today.” Of course, Laura did just the opposite!
86

Quick Questions
1. How does Farmer Fiona trick Laura into being quiet?



2. What does Laura do when she’s told to stay still?



3. Which word is the sound a sheep makes?

4. What do you predict Laura will do tomorrow?
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Answers
1. How does Farmer Fiona trick Laura into being quiet?
She tells the sheep to ask Laura to makes lots of
noise because she knew she would do the opposite.
2. What does Laura do when she’s told to stay still?
Run off.
3. Which word is the sound a sheep makes?
bleat
4. What do you predict Laura will do tomorrow?
Accept sensible answers, such as: I think Laura
will be quiet because she’s learnt her lesson; I
think Laura will still be naughty and noisy.

